CTL Forum: How faculty are using digital technology to meet pedagogical goals
October 2nd, 2017 (1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.)

1:00 - 1:10  Welcome note by Scott Strobel, Henry Ford II Professor of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Deputy Provost for Teaching and Learning

1:10 - 1:25  Keynote Talk by Dr. Marvin Chun, Dean of Yale College

1:30 - 2:30  Teaching with digital technology, Panel 1
In this panel, the faculty will highlight the use of various technologies in their courses like Timeline to help students think critically about historical narratives and chronology, website development by students, and pros and cons of TurningPoint clickers. Other tools will be included such as lecture capture, discussion boards on Canvas, online homework, a flipped classroom experience, game-based learning, and using virtual reality as an instructional aid.

Faculty Panel consists of:
- Leslie Harkema- Assistant Professor of Spanish and Director of Undergraduate Studies for Spanish
- Patrick Holland- Professor of Chemistry
- Kathryn Slanski- Senior lecturer in Humanities and NELC; DUS of Directed Studies
- Agnete Lassen- Associate Curator of the Yale Babylonian Collection
- Brett Smith- Helmsley Postdoctoral Teaching Scholar in the Mathematics Department
- Tracie Addy- Associate Director, Faculty Teaching Initiatives at CTL
- Trip Kirkpatrick- CTL Moderator

2:45 - 3:45  Teaching with digital technology, Panel 2
In this panel, the faculty will discuss hybrid approaches to curriculum, student learning process in hybrid classes, CoursePress for student websites, using Zoom to bring invited speakers from overseas into the classroom and teaching with video using Media Library.

Faculty Panel consists of:
- Kristy Posocco- Director, Career Education and Coaching in School of Management
- Stefan Simon- Director Global Cultural Heritage Initiatives
- Mary Evelyn Tucker- Senior Lecturer and Research Scholar at School of Forestry and Environmental Studies as well as the Divinity School and the Department of Religious Studies
- Jonathan Reuning-Scherer- Senior Lecturer in Forestry and Environmental Studies and in Statistics and Data Science
- Anjelica Gonzalez- Donna L. Dubinsky Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering
- Melissa Thomas- CTL Moderator

3:45 - 3:55  Thinking about accessibility by David Hirsch, Director for Academic IT Strategy

3:55 - 4:00  Closing remarks